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12 Relevant Legislation and Competent
Authorities
1.1

What is the principal data protection legislation?

The principal legislation is as follows:
i.
Constitution of the Republic of Kosovo.
ii. Law no. 06/L-082, dated 30.01.2019 on Protection of
Personal Data (hereinafter: “the Law”).
iii. The sub-legal acts enacted by the competent authority on
personal data protection. These acts were issued prior to
the new Law entering into the force; however, as long as
they do not contradict the present Law, they will remain
in force until the issuance of the new sub-legal acts. The
following acts are still in force:
■ Regulation no. 01/2015, dated 23.01.2015 on the
manner of storage and use of archive material and
protocol.
■ Regulation no. 03/2015, dated 07.05.2015 on security
measures in the course of personal data processing, as
amended.
■ Regulation no. 05/2015, dated 23.06.2015 on the
manner of registering in the records of personal data
filing systems and the pertinent record forms.
■ Decision of the Agency Council no. 02/09, dated on
22.04.2016 “On the countries with an adequate level
of protection for personal data”, as amended.
1.2 Is there any other general legislation that impacts
data protection?

Rules impacting personal data protection in Kosovo are also laid
down, inter alia, in the following legislation:
■
Law no. 05/L-031 on General Administrative Procedure.
■
Law no. 06/L-085 on Protection of Whistle-blowers.
■
Law no. 04/L-076 on Police.
■
Law no. 04/L-003 on Civil Status.
■
Law no. 03/L-215 on Access to Public Documents.

1.4 What authority(ies) are responsible for data
protection?

The Information and Privacy Agency (hereinafter: the “Agency”)
is the competent authority in the matter of data protection.
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Definitions

2.1 Please provide the key definitions used in the
relevant legislation:

■

■

■

■

■
■

1.3 Is there any sector-specific legislation that impacts
data protection?

Law no. 04/L-109 on Electronic Communication contains several
provisions related to the processing of personal data and the
protection of privacy in the electronic communications sector.

“Personal Data”
Any information related to an identified or identifiable
natural person (“data subject”); an identifiable natural
person is one who can be identified directly or indirectly,
particularly by reference to an identifier such as a name, an
identification number, location data, an online identifier
or to one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person.
“Processing”
Any operation or set of operations performed on personal
data, whether or not by automated means, such as collection, recording, organisation, structuring, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by transmission, dissemination or otherwise making
available, alignment or combination, restriction, erasure or
destruction.
“Controller”
Any natural or legal person, public authority, agency or
other body which, alone or jointly with others, determines
purposes and means of personal data processing.
“Processor”
A natural or legal person, from the public or private sector,
who processes personal data for and on behalf of the data
controller.
“Data Subject”
A natural person who is subject to the relevant personal
data.
“Sensitive Personal Data”
Personal data revealing ethnic or racial origin, political or
philosophical views, religious affiliation, union membership or any data related to health condition or sexual life, any
involvement in or removal from criminal or offence records
retained in accordance with the law. Biometric characteristics are also considered sensitive personal data if the latter
enable the identification of a data subject in relation to any of
the abovementioned circumstances in this sub-paragraph.
Data Protection 2020
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“Data Breach”
A breach of security measures leading to the accidental or
unlawful destruction, loss, alteration, unauthorised disclosure of, or access to, personal data transmitted, stored or
otherwise processed.
Other key definitions – please specify (e.g., “Pseudonymous Data”, “Direct
Personal Data”, “Indirect Personal Data”)
■
Genetic Data: personal data relating to the inherited or
acquired genetic characteristics of a natural person, which
give unique information about the physiology or the health
of that natural person and which result, in particular, from
an analysis of a biological sample from the natural person
in question.
■
Biometric Data: all personal data resulting from specific
processing related to physical, physiological or behavioural
characteristics of an individual that allow or confirm the
unique identification of that natural person, as well as
visual images or dactyloscopic, psychological and behavioural data of all individuals but which are specific and
permanent for each individual, if they can be used for identifying an individual, such as: fingerprints; finger papillary
lines; iris; retina; facial features; and DNA.
■
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Territorial Scope

3.1 Do the data protection laws apply to businesses
established in other jurisdictions? If so, in what
circumstances would a business established in another
jurisdiction be subject to those laws?

The Law applies also to data controllers established in other
jurisdictions, which, for the purpose of personal data processing,
make use of automatic or other equipment in the Republic of
Kosovo, unless such equipment is used only for purposes of
transit through the territory of Kosovo. In such cases, controllers must designate a representative registered in Kosovo.
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The controller shall implement appropriate technical and
organisational measures for ensuring that, by default,
only personal data which are necessary for each specific
purpose of the processing are processed.
■
Proportionality
The principle of proportionality is not specifically
addressed in the Law, but it is applied, inter alia, in harmony
with the principles of purpose limitation and transparency.
■
Retention
The retention principle is enshrined under the principle of
storage limitation. According to this principle, personal
data may be stored insofar as necessary to achieve the
purpose for which they are further collected or processed.
After the fulfilment of processing purpose, personal data
shall be erased, deleted, destroyed, blocked or anonymised,
unless otherwise foreseen in the Law on State Archives or
in another relevant law.
Other key principles – please specify
■
Principle of accuracy
Personal data shall be accurate and kept up to date; every
reasonable step must be taken to ensure that personal data
that are inaccurate, having regard to the purposes for which
they are processed, are erased or rectified without delay.
■
Principle of accountability
The controller shall be responsible for, and be able to demonstrate compliance with, all of the above principles.
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5.1 What are the key rights that individuals have in
relation to the processing of their personal data?

■

Key Principles

4.1 What are the key principles that apply to the
processing of personal data?

■

■

■

■

Transparency
Personal data must be processed lawfully, fairly and in a
transparent manner. The controller shall take the appropriate measures to provide any information related to the
processing of personal data in a concise, transparent, intelligible and easily accessible form. The information shall be
provided in writing, or by other means, including, where
appropriate, by electronic means.
Lawful basis for processing
Personal data shall be processed in an impartial, lawful
and transparent manner, without infringing the dignity of
the data subject.
Purpose limitation
Personal data are collected only for specified, explicit and
legitimate purposes and not further processed in a manner
that is incompatible with those purposes. Further processing
for archiving purposes in the public interest, scientific or
historical research purposes or statistical purposes shall not
be considered to be incompatible with the initial purpose.
Data minimisation
Personal data shall be adequate, relevant and limited to the
purposes for which they are further collected or processed.

Individual Rights

■
■

Right of access to data/copies of data
The data subject shall have the right to obtain, from the
controller, confirmation as to whether their personal data
concerned are being processed and, if so, to obtain from
the controller, inter alia, the following information (right to
access):
a. the purpose of the processing;
b. the categories of personal data concerned;
c. the recipients or categories of recipient to whom the
personal data have been or will be disclosed; in
particular, recipients in third countries or international
organisations;
d. the envisaged period for which the personal data will
be stored;
e. the right to request the rectification or erasure of the
personal data, as well as the right to submit a complaint
to the Agency; and
f. in the case of automated decisions, information about
the logic applied in the decision-making process.
Right to rectification of errors
The data subject has the right to the rectification of inaccurate and/or incomplete personal data without undue delay.
Right to deletion/right to be forgotten
The data subject shall have the right to obtain from the data
controller the erasure of personal data concerning him/
her (the right to be forgotten). Following the request of a
data subject, the controller is obliged to erase personal data
without undue delay, where any of the below grounds applies:
a. the personal data are no longer necessary for the
purposes for which they were collected/processed;
b. the data subject objects to the processing of personal
data and there are no overriding legitimate grounds for
their processing;
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c. the data subject withdraws the consent on which the
processing is based;
d. the personal data have been unlawfully processed; or
e. there is a legal requirement to which the controller is
subject.
■
Right to object to processing
The data subject has the right to object to the processing of
personal data where the basis for that processing is either
the public interest or legitimate interest of the controller or
of a third party. The controller shall no longer process the
personal data, unless the controller demonstrates compelling legitimate grounds for their processing, which overrides the interests, rights and freedoms of the data subject
or for the establishment, exercise or defence of legal claims.
■
Right to restrict processing
The data subject has the right to restrict the processing of
personal data if:
a. the accuracy of the personal data is contested by the
data subject, for a period enabling the controller to
verify the accuracy of personal data;
b. the processing is unlawful and the data subject objects
to the erasure and requests the restriction of processing
instead;
c. the controller no longer needs the data for their original
purpose, but the data are still required by the controller
in order to establish, exercise or defend legal claims; or
d. the data subject has objected to processing pending
verification as to whether the legitimate grounds of
the controller override those of the data subject.
■
Right to data portability
The data subject shall have the right to receive the
personal data concerning him/her, which he/she has
provided to a controller, in a structured, commonly used
and machine-readable format, and shall have the right to
transmit those data to another controller, without hindrance
from the controller to whom the personal data have been
provided, where, inter alia:
a. the processing is based on the consent of the data
subject; or
b. the processing is carried out by automated means.
■
Right to withdraw consent
The Law stipulates that the data subject is entitled to withdraw his/her consent at any time. The withdrawal of
consent shall not affect the lawfulness of processing based
on consent before such withdrawal.
■
Right to object to marketing
The provisions of the Law set out that where personal
data are processed for direct marketing purposes, the data
subject shall have the right to object, at any time, to the
processing of personal data concerning him/her for such
marketing, which includes profiling to the extent that it is
related to such direct marketing.
■
Right to complain to the relevant data protection
authority(ies)
Any person who claims that the rights, freedoms and
legal interests concerning his/her personal data have been
violated, is entitled to lodge a complaint with the Agency.
Other key rights – please specify
■
Data subjects can address the court and seek damage relief in
cases of unlawful processing of personal data. Data subjects
are also entitled to effective judicial remedy against a legally
binding decision of the Agency, or in cases where the
Agency does not address the data subject’s complaint or fails
to inform the data subject of the progress or the outcome of
the lodged complaint, as per the Law’s requirements.

62 Registration Formalities and Prior
Approval
6.1 Is there a legal obligation on businesses to register
with or notify the data protection authority (or any
other governmental body) in respect of its processing
activities?

The Law does not contain any obligation on businesses to
register with the Agency or notify the latter in respect of their
processing activities. However, the Law stipulates that the
Agency issues certifications to controllers, processors as well as
legal entities/enterprises, which process personal data. These
certifications are issued based on the criteria and the procedures
set out under a sub-legal act to be enacted by the Agency.
6.2 If such registration/notification is needed, must
it be specific (e.g., listing all processing activities,
categories of data, etc.) or can it be general (e.g.,
providing a broad description of the relevant processing
activities)?

Please refer to our answer to question 6.1.
6.3 On what basis are registrations/notifications made
(e.g., per legal entity, per processing purpose, per data
category, per system or database)?

Please refer to our answer to question 6.1.
6.4 Who must register with/notify the data protection
authority (e.g., local legal entities, foreign legal entities
subject to the relevant data protection legislation,
representative or branch offices of foreign legal entities
subject to the relevant data protection legislation)?

Please refer to our answer to question 6.1.
6.5 What information must be included in the
registration/notification (e.g., details of the notifying
entity, affected categories of individuals, affected
categories of personal data, processing purposes)?

Please refer to our answer to question 6.1.
6.6 What are the sanctions for failure to register/notify
where required?

Please refer to our answer to question 6.1.
6.7 What is the fee per registration/notification (if
applicable)?

Please refer to our answer to question 6.1.
6.8 How frequently must registrations/notifications be
renewed (if applicable)?

Please refer to our answer to question 6.1.
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6.9 Is any prior approval required from the data
protection regulator?

No, there is no such requirement. However, as described in our
answer to question 11.3 below, in case of transfer of personal
data to other jurisdictions and/or international organisations
without an adequate level of data protection, prior authorisation
from the Agency is needed.

the processor for performing his/her tasks. He/she is bound by
secrecy or confidentiality concerning the performance of his/
her tasks and shall directly report to the highest management
level of the controller or the processor.
7.4 Can a business appoint a single Data Protection
Officer to cover multiple entities?

Yes, provided the DPO is easily accessible from each organisation.
6.10 Can the registration/notification be completed
online?

7.5 Please describe any specific qualifications for the
Data Protection Officer required by law.

Please refer to our answer to question 6.1.
6.11 Is there a publicly available list of completed
registrations/notifications?

Given that there is no registration, by extension there is no
publicly available list.
6.12 How long does a typical registration/notification
process take?

7.6 What are the responsibilities of the Data Protection
Officer as required by law or best practice?

Please refer to our answer to question 6.1.
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The Law provides only for general criteria in this regard. It stipulates that the DPO shall be appointed on the basis of professional qualities and, in particular, expert knowledge of data
protection law and practices, as well as the ability to fulfil the
tasks assigned to him/her.
Except for the above, the Law does not contain any specific
qualifications regarding the DPO.

Appointment of a Data Protection Officer

7.1 Is the appointment of a Data Protection Officer
mandatory or optional? If the appointment of a
Data Protection Officer is only mandatory in some
circumstances, please identify those circumstances.

The Law obliges the controller and the processor to designate a
Data Protection Officer (hereinafter: “DPO”) if:
a.
the processing is carried out by a public authority or body,
except for courts acting in their judicial capacity;
b. the core activities of the controller or the processor consist
of processing operations which, by virtue of their nature,
scope and/or purposes, require regular and systematic
monitoring of data subjects on a large scale; or
c.
the core activities of the controller or the processor consist
of processing, on a large scale, of special categories of
personal data (inter alia, sensitive data, biometric data) and
personal data relating to criminal convictions and offences.
In cases other than those referred to in points “a” to “c” above,
the controller or processor or associations and other bodies
representing categories of controllers or processors may designate a DPO. The DPO may act for such associations and other
bodies representing controllers or processors.
7.2 What are the sanctions for failing to appoint a Data
Protection Officer where required?

The Law does not foresee any sanctions for failing to appoint
a DPO.

The DPO shall carry out, at least, the following tasks:
a.
inform and advise the controller or the processor and the
employees who carry out the processing of their obligations pursuant to the Law and to sub-legal acts on data
protection;
b. provide advice, where requested, as regards data protection
impact assessment, and monitor its performance pursuant
to the Law;
c.
cooperate with the Agency; and
d. act as the contact point for the Agency on issues relating to
processing, including prior consultation on data protection
impact assessment; and consult, where appropriate, with
regard to any other matter.
7.7 Must the appointment of a Data Protection Officer
be registered/notified to the relevant data protection
authority(ies)?

The controller or processor shall publish the contact details of
the DPO and communicate them to the Agency.
7.8 Must the Data Protection Officer be named in a
public-facing privacy notice or equivalent document?

As mentioned in our answer to question 7.7 above, the contact
details of the DPO must be published. Except for this requirement, the law does not provide for any specific form dealing
with such publication.
However, where the personal data are collected from the data
subject, the controller shall provide the data subject with all
the required information as per the Law, including the contact
details of the DPO.

7.3 Is the Data Protection Officer protected
from disciplinary measures, or other employment
consequences, in respect of his or her role as a Data
Protection Officer?

The DPO cannot be dismissed or penalised by the controller or
Data Protection 2020
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Appointment of Processors

8.1 If a business appoints a processor to process
personal data on its behalf, must the business enter into
any form of agreement with that processor?

Yes, the Law establishes that if the processing is conducted
by a processor, then the said processing will be governed by a
contract/agreement that is binding on the processor with regard
to the controller.
8.2 If it is necessary to enter into an agreement, what
are the formalities of that agreement (e.g., in writing,
signed, etc.) and what issues must it address (e.g., only
processing personal data in accordance with relevant
instructions, keeping personal data secure, etc.)?

The agreement must be in writing and shall set out, inter alia,
the subject matter and duration of the processing, the nature
and purpose of the processing, the type of personal data and
categories of data subjects, and the obligations and rights of the
controller.
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Marketing

9.1 Please describe any legislative restrictions on
the sending of electronic direct marketing (e.g., for
marketing by email or SMS, is there a requirement to
obtain prior opt-in consent of the recipient?).

Controllers may use personal data which they have obtained
from publicly accessible sources, or within the framework of
the lawful performance of activities, for the purposes of direct
marketing through use of mail services, phone calls, email or
other telecommunication forms.
However, controllers are obliged to inform the data subjects
of their entitlements provided for under the provisions of the
law, which include, without limitation, the right of the latter to
object to the processing for such direct marketing purposes. If
requested by the data subject, the controller is obliged to suspend
the processing permanently or temporarily (as per such request).
In addition to the above, according to Law no. 04/L109 on Electronic Communications, the use of automated
calling systems without human intervention (automatic calling
machines), facsimile machine (fax) or email, for purposes of
direct marketing, may be allowed only if the relevant subscribers
have given their prior consent.
9.2 Are these restrictions only applicable to businessto-consumer marketing, or do they also apply in a
business-to-business context?

There is no distinction between business-to-consumer and business-to-business within the applicable legislation. While it is
clear that the legislation is aimed at protecting personal data
from being exploited, it has no implicit or explicit exclusionary
provisions regarding direct marketing being used for business-to-business dealings.

9.3 Please describe any legislative restrictions on
the sending of marketing via other means (e.g., for
marketing by telephone, a national opt-out register must
be checked in advance; for marketing by post, there are
no consent or opt-out requirements, etc.).

Please refer to our answer to question 9.1.
9.4 Do the restrictions noted above apply to marketing
sent from other jurisdictions?

As mentioned in our answer to question 3.1 above, the provisions of the Law also apply to data controllers established in
another jurisdiction which, for the purpose of personal data
processing (in such case, direct marketing), make use of automatic or other equipment in Kosovo. In such cases, controllers
must designate a representative registered in Kosovo.
9.5 Is/are the relevant data protection authority(ies)
active in enforcement of breaches of marketing
restrictions?

To the best of our knowledge, the Agency has not been active in
this regard recently.
9.6 Is it lawful to purchase marketing lists from
third parties? If so, are there any best practice
recommendations on using such lists?

There is no restriction within the Law and its regulations
regarding the purchase of marketing lists. Nevertheless, the
buyer must be in compliance with the criteria as explained in
our answer to question 9.1.
9.7 What are the maximum penalties for sending
marketing communications in breach of applicable
restrictions?

This is sanctioned by a fine of EUR 10,000. However, if the
breach is considered serious and extensive, the maximum fine is
EUR 40,000 or, in the case of a company or an enterprise, a fine
amounting to between two per cent (2%) and four per cent (4%)
of the general turnover of the previous fiscal year, in compliance
with the GDPR.

102 Cookies
10.1		 Please describe any legislative restrictions on
the use of cookies (or similar technologies).

The applicable legislation does not specifically address the
matter of “cookies” or any other similar technologies.
10.2		 Do the applicable restrictions (if any) distinguish
between different types of cookies? If so, what are the
relevant factors?

Please refer to our answer to question 10.1.
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10.3		 To date, has/have the relevant data protection
authority(ies) taken any enforcement action in relation
to cookies?

This is not applicable.
10.4		 What are the maximum penalties for breaches of
applicable cookie restrictions?

This is not applicable.

112 Restrictions on International Data
Transfers
11.1		 Please describe any restrictions on the transfer
of personal data to other jurisdictions.

Personal data transfers to other jurisdictions may take place only
in the following cases:
a.
If the transfer will be made to a jurisdiction with an adequate
level of data protection. To this end, the Agency determines
and publishes the list of countries pertinent to this group.
b. If authorised by the Agency (in the case of an intended
transfer to a country without the adequate level of data
protection).
11.2		 Please describe the mechanisms businesses
typically utilise to transfer personal data abroad in
compliance with applicable transfer restrictions (e.g.,
consent of the data subject, performance of a contract
with the data subject, approved contractual clauses,
compliance with legal obligations, etc.).

The most common mechanisms that businesses typically utilise
are the “consent of the data subject” and the “performance of a
contract with a data subject”.
11.3		 Do transfers of personal data to other
jurisdictions require registration/notification or
prior approval from the relevant data protection
authority(ies)? Please describe which types of transfers
require approval or notification, what those steps
involve, and how long they typically take.

Only the transfer of personal data to jurisdictions or international organisations without the adequate level of data protection requires prior authorisation from the Agency. The data
controller shall provide the Agency with all information
necessary regarding the required transfer of personal data; in
particular, the categories of data, the purpose of the transfer
and the safeguards in place for the protection of personal data
in the other country or international organisation. The Agency
shall decide on the request without undue delay. However,
the respective procedure on obtaining the authorisation for a
personal data transfer will be addressed by a sub-legal act of
the Agency.

122 Whistle-blower Hotlines
12.1		 What is the permitted scope of corporate whistleblower hotlines (e.g., restrictions on the types of issues
that may be reported, the persons who may submit a
report, the persons whom a report may concern, etc.)?

Law no. 06/L-085 on Protection of Whistle-blowers is the
governing legislation. In accordance with this law, current
and former employees and/or service providers may report or
disclose information which poses a threat or damages the public
interest. The following acts and/or omissions of any person are
considered to be in the public interest:
a.
an offence has been, is being or is likely to be committed;
b. a person has failed, is failing or is likely to fail to comply
with any legal obligation;
c.
a miscarriage of justice has occurred, is occurring or is
likely to occur;
d. the health or safety of any individual has been, is being or
is likely to be endangered;
e.
the environment has been, is being or is likely to be
damaged;
f.
a misuse of official duty or authority, public money or
resources of a public institution has occurred, is occurring
or is likely to occur;
g.
an act or omission by or on behalf of a public institution is
discriminatory, oppressive, grossly negligent or constitutes
serious mismanagement; or
h. information tending to show any matter falling within any
of the preceding subparagraphs has been, is being or is
likely to be concealed or destroyed.
12.2		 Is anonymous reporting prohibited, strongly
discouraged, or generally permitted? If it is prohibited or
discouraged, how do businesses typically address this
issue?

The law on whistle-blowing does not provide for anonymous
reporting. According to this law, the official responsible for
handling whistle-blowing shall set up a register of the received
report and record the following information:
a.
the date of receipt;
b. the name and surname of the whistle-blower;
c.
the whistle-blower’s contact details;
d. the whistle-blower’s institution; and
e.
brief information as to the content of the report.
So far, we are not aware of any cases of anonymous reporting
having been tested in practice.

132 CCTV
13.1		 Does the use of CCTV require separate
registration/notification or prior approval from the
relevant data protection authority(ies), and/or any
specific form of public notice (e.g., a high-visibility
sign)?

The Law does not provide specifically for separate registration/
notification to, or prior approval from, the Agency regarding
the use of CCTV. However, public or private-sector persons
intending to install video surveillance systems must set up a
notice to that effect. Such a notice must be plainly visible and
made public in a way that data subjects can easily acquaint themselves with the measures, at the latest, when the video surveillance begins.
13.2		 Are there limits on the purposes for which CCTV
data may be used?

According to the provisions of the Law, the data collected from
video surveillance may be processed or used, if necessary, to
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achieve the intended purposes and if there are no indications of
the violation of legitimate interests of the data subject. These
data may be processed or used for other purposes only if this is
necessary to prevent threats against the state and public security,
or to prosecute crimes.

c.

the ability to restore availability and access to data in a
timely manner in the event of a physical or technical incident; and
a process for regularly testing and evaluating the effectiveness of technical and organisational measures for ensuring
the security of the processing.

d.

142 Employee Monitoring
14.1		 What types of employee monitoring are permitted
(if any), and in what circumstances?

The Law addresses only video surveillance systems in the workplace, which are permitted only in cases where this is necessarily required for the safety of people, security of property and
the protection of confidential information, and only if these
purposes cannot be achieved by milder means. Video surveillance outside the workplace, particularly in changing rooms, lifts
and sanitary areas, and in working areas where there is the potential to infringe the privacy of the employees, is strictly prohibited. The Law is silent on other types of employee monitoring.
14.2		 Is consent or notice required? Describe how
employers typically obtain consent or provide notice.

Prior to the installation of video surveillance systems in the
workplace, the employer must inform the data subjects in writing
about their rights and the reasons for the surveillance. The areas
monitored must be indicated by the employers through appropriate signs. Consent of the employees is not required.
14.3		 To what extent do works councils/trade unions/
employee representatives need to be notified or
consulted?

The employer shall inform the trade union representatives, if
there are any in place.

152 Data Security and Data Breach
15.1		 Is there a general obligation to ensure the
security of personal data? If so, which entities are
responsible for ensuring that data are kept secure (e.g.,
controllers, processors, etc.)?

The Law requires the processing of personal data to take place
in a manner that ensures the security thereof, including protection against unauthorised or unlawful processing, accidental
loss, destruction or damage, using appropriate technical or
organisational measures.
Therefore, taking into account, inter alia, the state of the art,
the costs of implementation and the nature, scope, context and
purposes of processing, both the controller and the processor
shall implement the appropriate technical and organisational
measures in order to ensure a level of security appropriate to the
risk. Such organisational measures may include, without limitation, the following:
a.
the pseudonymisation encryption of personal data;
b. the ability to ensure the ongoing confidentiality, integrity
and resilience of processing systems and services;

15.2		 Is there a legal requirement to report data
breaches to the relevant data protection authority(ies)?
If so, describe what details must be reported, to whom,
and within what timeframe. If no legal requirement
exists, describe under what circumstances the relevant
data protection authority(ies) expect(s) voluntary breach
reporting.

The controller must, without undue delay and, where feasible,
not later than 72 hours after having become aware of it, notify
the Agency of the personal data breach, unless such breach is
unlikely to result in a risk to the rights and freedoms of natural
persons. Where notification to the Agency is not made within
this period, it shall be accompanied by reasons for the delay.
The processor must notify any data breach to the controller
without undue delay.
The notification to the Agency shall contain, at least:
a.
a description of the nature of the personal data breach,
including the categories and approximate number of data
subjects concerned, and the categories and approximate
number of personal data records concerned;
b. the name and contact details of the DPO or other contact
point where more information can be obtained;
c.
a description of the likely consequences of the personal
data breach; and
d. a description of the measures taken or proposed to be
taken by the controller to address the personal data breach,
including, where appropriate, measures to mitigate its
possible adverse effects.
15.3		 Is there a legal requirement to report data
breaches to affected data subjects? If so, describe what
details must be reported, to whom, and within what
timeframe. If no legal requirement exists, describe
under what circumstances the relevant data protection
authority(ies) expect(s) voluntary breach reporting.

The controller shall communicate the personal data breach to
the data subject without undue delay, when the personal data
breach is likely to result in a high risk to the rights and freedoms
of natural persons. The communication to the data subject shall
describe, in clear and plain language, the nature of the personal
data breach, and contain at least the information indicated in
points “b” to “d” of our answer to question 15.2 above.
15.4		 What are the maximum penalties for data
security breaches?

The maximum penalty for a data security breach is EUR 40,000,
or a fine amounting to 2–4% of the annual turnover of the
preceding financial year, in compliance with the GDPR.
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162 Enforcement and Sanctions
16.1		 Describe the enforcement powers of the data protection authority(ies).

Investigatory/
Enforcement Power

Civil/Administrative Sanction

Criminal Sanction

The Agency may
The inspector of the Agency is entitled, inter alia, to:
carry out inspections i. order the elimination of any irregularities or deficiencies observed, in the manner
and audits on its own
and within the term set out previously by the latter. This may include the erasure,
initiative to monitor
blocking, destruction, deletion or anonymisation of data in compliance with the
compliance with data
Law;
protection regulations. ii. impose a temporary ban on the processing of personal data by controllers and
processors in the public or private sector who have failed to implement the necessary measures and procedures to secure personal data;
iii impose a temporary ban on the processing of personal data, their anonymity,
classification and blocking whenever he/she concludes that the personal data are
being processed in breach of the legal provisions;
iv order the controller or the processor to meet the requirements of data subjects to
exercise their rights in accordance with this Law;
v. warn or advise the controller or the processor in writing, in the case of minor
violations; and
vi. impose fines for violations of the Law up to a maximum of EUR 40,000 or, in the
case of serious and extensive violations, a fine amounting to 2–4% of the annual
turnover of the preceding financial year, in compliance with the GDPR.
16.2		 Does the data protection authority have the
power to issue a ban on a particular processing activity?
If so, does such a ban require a court order?

Concerning the power to impose a ban, please refer to our
answer to question 16.1 above. There is no need for a court
order to impose a ban.
16.3		 Describe the data protection authority’s approach
to exercising those powers, with examples of recent
cases.

Please refer to our answer to question 18.1 below.
16.4		 Does the data protection authority ever exercise
its powers against businesses established in other
jurisdictions? If so, how is this enforced?

To the best of our knowledge, it does not. Currently the Agency
does not yet have an elected Commissioner; therefore, it does
not exercise completely its legal mandate.

172 E-discovery / Disclosure to Foreign Law
Enforcement Agencies

There are no criminal
sanctions regarding
non-compliance
with data protection
regulations.

17.2		 What guidance has/have the data protection
authority(ies) issued?

This is not applicable in Kosovo.

182 Trends and Developments
18.1		 What enforcement trends have emerged during
the previous 12 months? Describe any relevant case law.

The previous data protection authority has not been operational
in recent months, as the mandate of the Chief State Supervisor
expired and the Assembly of the Republic of Kosovo failed to
appoint a new one. The Agency, which is established through the
present Law, is also not fully operational, as the Commissioner
of the Agency has not been appointed yet.
18.2		 What “hot topics” are currently a focus for the
data protection regulator?

The most important topic is appointment of the Commissioner
of the Agency and the harmonisation of the local legislation (i.e.
the Law) with legal requirements provided for under the GDPR.

17.1		 How do businesses typically respond to foreign
e-discovery requests, or requests for disclosure from
foreign law enforcement agencies?

This is not applicable in Kosovo.
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